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Ray's Cattle Farm

    Ray lived in his farm with 9 hens, 4 cows, and 5 sheep. The hens lived 

in a chicken coop. The cows and sheep were kept in a barn. He fed 

grains to hens, hay to cows and leaves to sheep. 

Ray also provided adequate amounts of 

water to all the animals in his farm. 

Everyday he collected the eggs from 

chicken and milked the cows. The sheeps 

were shorn once in a year to collect its 

!eece. He was happy in the farm and showed utmost care to all the 

animals.

Answer the following.

1)  How many animals lived in the farm?

2)  What were these animals fed with?

4)  Who take care of the farm?

5)  Where were the chickens, cows and sheep kept in the farm?

3)  The sheeps were shorn                          in a year.

Reading Comprehension
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Ray's Cattle Farm

    Ray lived in his farm with 9 hens, 4 cows, and 5 sheep. The hens lived 

in a chicken coop. The cows and sheep were kept in a barn. He fed 

grains to hens, hay to cows and leaves to sheep. 

Ray also provided adequate amounts of 

water to all the animals in his farm. 

Everyday he collected the eggs from 

chicken and milked the cows. The sheeps 

were shorn once in a year to collect its 

!eece. He was happy in the farm and showed utmost care to all the 

animals.

Answer the following.

1)  How many animals lived in the farm?

Eighteen animals lived in the farm.

2)  What were these animals fed with?

Hens were fed with grains, cows with hay and sheep with 

leaves.

4)  Who take care of the farm?

Ray took care of the farm.

5)  Where were the chickens, cows and sheep kept in the farm?

Chickens were kept in a coop and the cows and sheep were 

kept in a barn.

3)  The sheeps were shorn                          in a year.once

Reading Comprehension


